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            The best Layer 1 and Layer 2 Wi-Fi Channel Analyzer
          
 
            Created by the team behind inSSIDer and Wi-Spy, Chanalyzer 6 is a
            super-smart tool used by technicians and Wi-Fi consultants for
            on-site troubleshooting and spectrum analysis.
          
 
            With a clean user interface, information drill-downs, and detailed
            data-gathering, Chanalyzer is an exceptional way to find and fix
            problematic client behavior and improve the Wi-Fi experience of
            users on your network.
          
 Get Started
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              Spectrum Analysis to Track Down RF Interference
            
 
              With the addition of the WiPry Clarity USB spectrum analyzer
              hardware, Chanalyzer 6 shows you the interference causing slow,
              troublesome wireless in the 2.4 & 5 GHz spectrum.
            
 
              Coming soon to Chanalyzer: 6 GHz spectrum analysis!
            
 Learn More
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              Identify sources of airtime congestion
            
 
              Are your access points overlapping too much? Are neighboring
              networks creating co-channel congestion? Do you have “slow
              talker” client devices that are clogging up network traffic?
              Chanalyzer quickly locates airtime issues like these, helping
              you pinpoint offending devices so they can be reconfigured or
              eliminated to free up precious network bandwidth.
            
 
              *Requires Compatible USB Network Card.
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              Find and follow any Wi-Fi device
            
 
              Wireless endpoints roam, and when they do, they usually end up
              on a different channel. Chanalyzer can utilize multiple Wi-Fi
              adapters simultaneously; one to scan channels and locate the
              device, then another to follow it as it roams to other channels.
              This adapter tag-team approach means once Chanalyzer finds a
              device for you, you won’t lose it again.
            





 
            Which product is right for me?
          
  
 
    inSSIDer
  
 
    Chanalyzer
  
 AP Signal Strength
 X
 X
 Non-Wi-Fi Interference
 
 X
 Channel Health
 
 X
 AP Top talkers
 
 X
 Retransmissions
 
 X
 Roaming Analysis
 
 X
 Wi-Fi Device Finding
 
 X


 Download Chanalyzer
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            What our customers say about us
          
 
                “Chanalyzer has fast become a must have tool for me. Can’t
                wait to see how this develops as it already gives me so much
                great data! It’s especially good for demonstrating how Wi-Fi
                works to clients.“
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                  Dan Jones
                
 Maven Consultancy


 
                “Chanalyzer is packet analysis for the masses. The highlighted
                contextual information is so cool for highlighted events! For
                the deeper stuff, you can easily export to your favorite
                full-featured tool.“
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                  Chris Reed
                
  


 
                “Chanalyzer is moving the industry forward.“
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                  Keith Parsons
                
 WirelessLAN Professionals
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